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Don't miss our live online Tsiyon Meeting at Tsiyon.Net tonight, featuring:

From Eliyahu
Consider this:
I've never been much of a joiner. YHWH changed that by making me a "joiner" in
another sense - that is, in the sense of having a role in joining His Remnant
people together into His one Remnant nation, as foretold in Scripture for the last
days. Further, I am asking you to help me get that done. I know what some may
be thinking on reading that: "What an odd idea. Why would YHWH create a new
nation? Aren't there enough nations already? ..and how could this possibly be of
any relevance to me?"
Let's start with the relevance question. What if all of the existing countries (one of
which you live in right now) were about to fall so deeply into crisis that your very
survival, and that of your loved-ones, were about to be at risk? Example: Jews
living in Germany at the start of WW2. Many of them had lived there for
generations with homes and lives there. Yet, the most aware of them saw the
implications of the changing developments around them and realized they needed
to get out with their families before it would become impossible to do so. Those

were the forward-thinking Jews who saved themselves and their families by
acting early, thus avoiding the horrible fate of concentration camps and gas
chambers that, sadly, befell those who hung on until it was too late.
If there is any possibility of something like that happening where you live, don't
you think it worthwhile to take a little time to check that out now? Realize that
most of the German Jews did not escape when they could have, because they
just didn't think that anything so horrible could happen in what they saw as the
civilized country where they lived. It is just human nature to nurture a false sense
of security when such monumental social and political changes are under way.
Where do you think all the massive changes our world has been experiencing are
taking the nations of the 21st Century? Would you call our present global
environment stable, or in any sense "normal"? Isn't it only prudent to consider
this?
A lot was going wrong in WW2 Germany. The powers that be at the time needed
a scapegoat for all of the misery they were causing. The Jews were a ready
target, so that Nazi system began fanning the flames of hate. Hate has real
consequences, as the murder of over 6,000,000 (six million) Jews by the Nazis
should well remind us.
The same sort of hate is now in evidence toward believers in countries around the
world - even in the USA and other 1st world countries. The woke agenda is
fueling much of this, and will continue to. The recent overturning of the Roe v
Wade abortion ruling in the USA, while saving the lives of many of the unborn, will
also have the negative effect of stirring up more hatred toward believers. This was
already a global trend, but will now get much worse. With out-of-control inflation,
food shortages, even famines coming, serious social unrest is sure to breed more
violence against believers. In the book of Luke the Lord foretold such hate for the
days ahead of us, in these words:
"You will be betrayed even by parents and brothers and relatives and
friends, and they will put some of you to death, and you will be hated
by all because of My name." Luke 21:16-17
The Scripture cannot be broken. This radical hatred of all believers is growing and
will soon grow to the full extent that the Lord predicted. Thankfully, the Lord also
predicted in Luke that "escape" is possible, for those who are "alert" and who
"pray" to be included in the "escape." Is that describing you?

It's a good thing for Einstein that he did not wait for the Pre-Trib Rapture to
escape!
It is an honorable thing to die as a martyr for the Lord's name sake. Many faithful
believers have done so in the past, and according to Luke, will do so because of
the growing hatred now before us in this world. Should that happen, we know we
will have an eternal future in the Kingdom. That said, I think it is better to go on
living, if the Lord wills, escaping "all these things that will happen" to be available
for service to the Son of Man, right up to His Return. Therefore, "escape" is
preferable. I believe that's why Yeshua recommended that we choose His way of
"escape". He said:
"For it will come like a snare on all those who dwell on the surface of
all the earth. Therefore be watchful all the time, praying that you may
be counted worthy to escape all these things that will happen, and to
stand before the Son of Man.” Luke 21:35-36
This is not necessarily talking only about salvation in the spiritual sense. Certainly
all who put faith in Messiah as the Bible says are saved and have the eternal
hope, whether they live or die. What we are focusing on here is life or death of
one's physical body - escape in the sense of physical deliverance from end-time
calamity. That way of escape Yeshua speaks of above will only come to those
who are "watchful" of the unfolding prophetic signs we now see in evidence, and
who are "praying" to be among those "counted worthy to escape." In other words,
only a remnant who are watchfully seeking the way of escape, and who are
praying to be included, will find the way of escape. That means: THAT WAY OF
ESCAPE IS NOT COMMON KNOWLEDGE.
If you have gone through our FAST TRACK series of videos, then you now
understand that prophetic picture in some detail, you know that the only way of
escape offered by Bible prophecy is the Remnant Exodus, and you know why I'm
sharing the detailed understanding of this prophetic teaching that is otherwise
largely unknown to most believers. You understand this involves gathering
together as one nation in a place of safety that is being prepared for the remnant
nation, and you know now is the time for all of us to get organized together for this
amazing transition in all of our lives.

On the other hand, if you just recently heard about this, I suggest you take the
time to watch all of our Fast Track video series right away! We offer it free. Sign
up at Tsiyon.Net as a free member and you can watch the entire series at
absolutely no cost. If all you do with this is give it the 3 seconds you take to
decide on a YouTube video, then none of this will benefit you. This is real, but it is
a whole new paradigm and you will need to take in all the facts in order to get
your head around this in time.
Recently we began the Kingdom Outpost option for those of you who wish to help
us find remnant people in your area. We are very thankful that we had multiple
sign-ups for that right away! In our online Compass Meeting tonight we will be
looking at the present prophetic picture, and sharing the information you need to
get started with your Kingdom Outpost. This will be worthwhile for all of our Tsiyon
Members. Be sure to join us at Tsiyon.Net at 8 PM, CST, and let's all advance the
Kingdom together!
Blessings and good health to you,
Eliyahu
Tsiyon.Org
PS - a new episode of Hebraic Insights In The Gospels podcast is posted.

PSS - Have you seen these yet? Click each of them for more.

"The Kingdom of Heaven suffers violence, and the forceful snatch it away by force."
Matthew 11:12
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